FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

IT Manager Don Turrentine joins Delta Computer Systems, Inc.
November 30, 2017 – Battle Ground, WA. Don Turrentine has recently joined motion
control innovator and manufacturer Delta Computer Systems, Inc. as IT Manager.
Mr. Turrrentine has a strong background in network administration, software
development, and business application systems having owned and managed a
successful computer business for the last two decades. During his first months with
Delta, he has been working to upgrade critical infrastructure, improve security, and
implement an enterprise backup and disaster recovery plan. In the long term Don is
looking forward to becoming more involved with internal software tools and business
processes at Delta.
Don has more than 20 years’ experience in creating IT solutions and has gained the
knowledge, skills, and ability to succeed in both IT and software development leadership
roles. He holds a BA in Liberal Arts from Thomas
Aquinas College, Santa Paula, California.
"Don will be responsible for Delta’s internal computer
networks, email systems and website support as his
duties expand to match our growing organizational
needs,” stated Steve Nylund, CEO of Delta Computer
Systems, Inc.
Nylund added, “Don’s addition will ensure that our
internal systems are at the highest levels of
effectiveness helping us to continue to promptly deliver
the excellent customer support that Delta’s customers
have long enjoyed.”

About Delta Computer Systems
For more than 35 years, Delta has supplied motion controllers, and other industrial products that enable OEMs &
integrators to build better machines.
The high performance motion control products that Delta designs, manufactures and markets are used worldwide for
hydraulic, pneumatic and electric closed-loop control in a wide array of single and multi-axis applications, including
testing, food, energy, automotive, entertainment, plastics, materials, aerospace, metals, forest products and others. For
more information email technicalsales@deltamotion.com. Editor: reference IT Manager .

“Motion control …and more”
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